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ABSTRACT
We introduce COCO, an open source platform for Comparing Continuous Optimiz-
ers in a black-box setting. COCO aims at automatizing the tedious and repetitive
task of benchmarking numerical optimization algorithms to the greatest possible
extent. The platform and the underlying methodology allow to benchmark in the
same framework deterministic and stochastic solvers for both single and multiobjec-
tive optimization. We present the rationals behind the (decade-long) development of
the platform as a general proposition for guidelines towards better benchmarking.
We detail underlying fundamental concepts of COCO such as the definition of a
problem as a function instance, the underlying idea of instances, the use of target
values, and runtime defined by the number of function calls as the central perfor-
mance measure. Finally, we give a quick overview of the basic code structure and
the currently available test suites.
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1. Introduction

We consider the continuous black-box optimization or search problem to minimize

f : X ⊂ Rn → Rm n,m ≥ 1 , (1)

where the search domain X is typically a bounded hypercube or the entire continuous
space.1 More specifically, we aim to find, as quickly as possible, one or several solutions
x in the search space X with small value(s) of f(x) ∈ Rm.

1We later also consider integer variables. They are embedded in the continuous space and labeled for the

solver as integers, see also Section 4.
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A continuous optimization algorithm, denoted as solver, addresses the above prob-
lem. In this paper we only consider zero-order black-box optimization [19, 57, 58]:
while the search domain X ⊂ Rn and its boundaries are accessible, no other prior
knowledge about f is available to the solver.2 That is, f is considered as a black-box,
also known as an oracle, and the only way the solver can acquire information on f is
by querying the value f(x) of a solution x ∈ X. Zero-order black-box optimization is
thus a derivative-free optimization setting.3 We generally consider “time” to be the
number of calls to the function f and will define “runtime” correspondingly.

When m > 1 in Equation (1), we are in the setting of multiobjective optimization.
Here, we only consider the case where m ∈ {1, 2}, whereas the presented framework
is in general designed to be extendable to other settings (see also Sections 4 and 7).

From these prerequisites, benchmarking solvers seems to be a rather simple and
straightforward task. We run a solver on a collection of problems and display the
results. However, under closer inspection, benchmarking turns out to be surprisingly
tedious. A set of objective functions has to be selected, problem instances should be
derived, an experimental design has to be established, a set of performance measures
has to be chosen, data have to be recorded, and results have to be exposed and
interpreted in a comprehensive and comprehensible way. Each of these steps asks
for a great number of subtle decisions and is yet crucial for the validity of the outcome
(the chain is only as strong as its weakest link). In particular, we require here to get
results that can be meaningfully interpreted beyond the standard conclusion that on
some problem some solver is better than another.4

The difficulty of proper experimental analysis and benchmarking of solvers has
already been recognized in previous work, see in particular [9, 10, 51], which also give
guidelines for better experimental work. In our work, we offer a conceptual guideline
for benchmarking continuous optimization algorithms addressing these challenges that
is implemented within the COCO framework.5

The COCO framework provides the following practical means for an automatized
black-box optimization benchmarking procedure (see also Figure 1):

• an interface to several languages in which the benchmarked solver can be written,
currently C/C++, Java, Matlab/Octave and Python,
• several suites of test problems, currently all written in C, where each problem

can assume an arbitrary number of pseudo-randomized instances,
• data logging facilities,
• data post-processing written in Python that produces various plots and tables,

2In the multiobjective case also the upper values of interest in f -domain are provided, see also Appendix C.
3In [1], blackbox optimization (BBO) is defined as “the study of design and analysis of algorithms that assume

the objective and/or constraint functions are given by blackboxes”, and a blackbox is defined as “. . . any process
that when provided an input, returns an output, but the inner workings of the process are not analytically
available. The most common form of blackbox is computer simulation, but other forms exist, such as laboratory
experiments for example”. We prefer to define the black-box setup solely from the interfacing between problem

and solver and the exchange of information, which is to a large degree independent of the underlying problem
(e.g. its analytical nature or the availability of gradients). In our case, the inner workings of the black-boxes

are analytically available to us, but the solver is not allowed to access or use them.
4A common major flaw, unless data or performance profiles are used, is to have no indication of how much

better a solver is. That is, benchmarking results often provide no indication of relevance, for example, when
the main output consists of hundreds of tabulated numbers only interpretable on an ordinal (ranking) scale.

This problem is connected to the common shortcoming of not clearly distinguishing statistical significance and

relevance. Statistical significance is only a secondary and by no means sufficient condition for relevance.
5COCO has been continuously developed since 2008. For implementation details, confer to the code basis on

GitHub and the C API documentation.
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Figure 1. Overview of the COCO platform. COCO provides all black parts while users only have to connect

their solver to the COCO interface in the language of interest, here for instance Matlab, and to decide on the

test suite the solver should run on. The other red components show the output of the experiments (number
of function evaluations to reach certain target precisions) and their post-processing and are automatically

generated. For the results of other solvers part, COCO provides data from more than 200 previously-run
benchmark experiments with a large variety of solvers collected over the last ten years from dozens of researchers.

• empirical results of other solvers that can be used for comparison,6

• HTML pages assembling these plots and tables to ease their inspection,
• LaTeX templates that include some selected results.

The underlying philosophy is to provide everything that experimenters need to set up
and implement when they want to benchmark a given solver implementation properly.
A desired side effect of reusing the same framework is that data collected over years or
even decades can be effortlessly compared.7 So far, the framework has been successfully
used to benchmark over 200 different solvers by dozens of researchers. The data from
all these experiments are openly accessible and can be seamlessly used directly within
the COCO post-processing as will be showcased later. These data come from solvers of
different nature: deterministic (pattern-search-based, trust-region derivative-free opti-
mization, quasi-Newton, ...) and stochastic (evolution strategies, Bayesian optimiza-
tion, differential evolution, ...) addressing single- and multiobjective problems.

The purpose of this paper is to present the COCO platform and give an overview
of the main ideas it is based upon. The remainder of this section discusses related
work and terminology that will be used later on. Section 2 discusses the motivations
and objectives behind COCO. Section 3 presents the central theses describing our ap-
proach to benchmarking methodology. Section 4 gives a summary of already available
test suites. Section 5 presents practical examples how to use the COCO software. Sec-
tions 6 and 7 show some usage statistics and extensions under development. Section 8
concludes the paper with a summary and discussion. The appendices provide details
on how we chose test functions, the difference to competitive testing, and how we
measure performance on biobjective functions.

6COCO provides a software environment for black-box optimization benchmarking but neither a server to

run experiments nor the solvers themselves.
7See http://coco.gforge.inria.fr/data-archive and cocopp.archives in the cocopp Python module to access

all collected data, in particular those submitted to the Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking (BBOB)
workshop series at the GECCO conference.
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1.1. Related Work

Benchmarking solvers is an important task in optimization, independent of which type
of problem is tackled. Experimental studies reach back as far as the 1950s [45] and we
refer to [10] for a recent summary of the history of benchmarking. A few benchmarking
platforms have been proposed over the years alongside COCO that also facilitate the
task of analysing data from benchmarking experiments.

Paver, the Performance Analysis and Visualization for Efficient Reproducibility soft-
ware [20] is offered in the context of the GAMS World initiative as a collection of
Python scripts and available on GitHub. Paver allows to read in CSV-formatted files
of numerical benchmarking experiments from an arbitrary number of solvers and offers
“counting solver runs with certain properties, computing mean values and quantiles of
solver run attributes, and performance profiles” [20], in particular in an HTML-based
format.

A similar analysis is supplied by the platform. Developed as a generic visual tool for
benchmarking on arbitrary (combinatorial, numerical, etc.) problems, it provides data
profiles and median convergence plots for a set of benchmarking experiments from
an arbitrary number of solvers.8 The software is written in Java and is available in a
dockerized version. In contrast to Paver, where the user invokes the analysis from the
command line, the user interacts with the optimizationBenchmarking.org framework
via the browser.

The latest software for analysing solver data is the IOHProfiler [23] which is inspired
by the COCO platform. Its post-processing part, in particular, allows to visualize
solver performance (given in COCO format) interactively in the browser and offers
both fixed-target and fixed-budget views.

In the context of benchmarking multiobjective solvers, a few additional software
packages should be mentioned. PISA presented one of the first attempts to integrate
the collection of data from benchmarking experiments and their analysis. It provides
both multiobjective test problems (discrete and continuous; toy as well as real-world
problems) and an extensive set of scripts to assess the solvers’ performance in terms
of quality indicator measures such as the hypervolume indicator and various epsilon
indicators [13]. A special feature of PISA is the split of the solvers into a selector and
a variator part where the latter contains the variation operators for a specific (set
of) optimization problems. A disadvantage of PISA is that it has not been actively
maintained for a long time.

Newer platforms that attempt to benchmark multiobjective solvers are the MOEA
Framework (in Java), its Python counterpart Platypus, jMetal (originally in Java,
now also in other languages) [25], PLATEMO (in Matlab) [67], and ecr (in R) [14]. All
these platforms focus on providing a large amount of solvers and a comprehensive set
of test functions and are open source. Performance assessment is typically restricted to
statistical tests and tabular visualizations of achieved quality indicator values at cer-
tain budgets although certain proprietary products such as ModeFRONTIER provide
additional visual output.

In all these platforms, except for the commercial ModeFRONTIER, the entire
benchmarking experiment is only semi-automated in that the user still has to de-
cide on the concrete benchmarking experiments and all their intricacies. At most the
data collection and visualization are automated. COCO, on the contrary, provides
concrete benchmarking suites and a predefined setup for the experiments in order to

8The optimizationBenchmarking.org framework allows to read in data from the COCO platform and one of
the introductory examples displays the COCO data from the BBOB-2013 workshop.
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facilitate the comparison of a large number of solvers. Providing the corresponding
solver data sets from COCO experiments online9 and also directly through the COCO
post-processing interface (see Section 5.2) is another unique aspect that sets COCO
apart.

Besides entire benchmarking platforms, many collections of test functions have been
proposed. Examples are the problems collected by Moré, Garbow, and Hillstrom [54],
Hock and Schittkowski [44], Schittkowski [64], Mittelmann, Neumaier, the CUTEr/st
suite or the randomly generated, but structured problems from the GKLS generator
[30]. The GAMSWorld webpage lists further common problem suites. Other sets of test
functions to mention are those used for the competitions at the CEC conferences since
2005. They evolved quite a bit over the years and nowadays use the same technique of
problem transformations as introduced with the bbob functions of the COCO platform.

Several test suites with multiobjective problems have also been proposed, of which
several possess questionable properties, see [16] for a discussion.

The majority of the mentioned test suites contain a large proportion of simple-to-
solve and non-scalable problems without instance variations. Aggregating the perfor-
mance over all functions of such a test suite and interpreting the results must therefore
be done with care—because the distribution of function difficulties in a benchmark-
ing experiment clearly determines which solvers will excel. Alternatively, COCO aims
to implement suites with balanced difficulties observed in practice and with a bias
towards difficult-to-solve functions.

1.2. Terminology

We specify a few terms which are used later.

function We talk about an objective Function as a parametrized mapping Rn → Rm
with scalable input space, n ≥ 1, and usually m ∈ {1, 2} (single- and bi-
objective). Functions are parametrized such that different instances of the
“same” function are available, e.g., translated or shifted versions.

quality indicator measure From the function values of a set of solutions we com-
pute a scalar Quality indicator value which is used in the performance assess-
ment. By convention and abuse of naming, the “quality” indicator is minimized.
The indicator assigns to any solution set a real value. Our simplest quality indica-
tor measure is the minimum of all so-far-observed f -values. In the multiobjective
case, a typical example is the hypervolume of all so-far-observed solutions (where
the position of the reference point is a further design decision to be made).

problem We talk about a Problem, as a specific function instance on which a solver is
run. A problem can be evaluated for a solution x ∈ Rn and returns f(x). In the
context of performance assessment, a target value is added to define a problem.
A problem is considered as solved when the quality indicator value reaches this
target, which is always given as a precision value, i.e., as a deviation from a
(supposedly) optimal value.

runtime We define Runtime or run-length [47] as the number of function evaluations
or f -evaluations conducted on a given problem until a prescribed target value is
hit. Runtime is our central performance measure.

suite A test or benchmark Suite is a collection of problems in different dimensions.
It typically consists of 1000 to 5000 problems (number of dimensions × number
of functions × number of instances), where the number of objectives m is fixed.

9See http://coco.gforge.inria.fr/doku.php?id=algorithms
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2. Why COCO?

Our aim in providing the COCO platform is threefold:

• diminish the time burden, the pitfalls, the bugs and the omissions of the repeti-
tive coding task of setting up and running a benchmarking experiment,
• provide a conceptual guideline for better benchmarking, and
• provide a growing archive of comparative benchmarking data to the scientific

community.

Our setup has a distinct boundary between the implementation of benchmark func-
tions on the one hand and the experimental design, data collection and presentation
on the other hand. Our benchmarking guideline has the following defining features.

(1) We benchmark solvers on a set (a suite) of benchmark functions. Benchmark
functions are
(a) used as black boxes for the solver, however, they are explicitly known to

the scientific community,
(b) designed to be comprehensible, to allow a meaningful interpretation of per-

formance results,
(c) difficult to “defeat” or exploit, that is, they should not have artificial regu-

larities and artificial symmetries that can easily be exploited (intentionally
or unintentionally),10

(d) scalable with the input dimension [73],
(e) instantiated from an arbitrary number of pseudo-randomized versions, i.e,

instances,
(f) models for “real-world” problems; the currently available test suites (see

Section 4) model in particular well-known problem difficulties like ill-
conditioning, multimodality and ruggedness.

The input parameters to the solver must not depend on the specific function
within the benchmark suite. They can, however, depend on the black-box inter-
face (i.e., the signature of the function), namely on dimension and search domain
of interest (e.g., to set variable bounds).

(2) There is no predefined budget (number of f -evaluations) for running an experi-
ment, the experimental procedure is budget-free [41]. Specifically, all results are
comparable irrespectively of the chosen budget and up to the smallest budget in
the compared results. Hence, the larger the budget, the more data are generated
to compare against. The smaller the budget, the less meaningful conclusions are
possible (which becomes most evident when the budget approaches zero). This
also implies an anytime assessment approach: the performance is not (only)
measured after some given runtime or fixed budget or after reaching some given
target but over the entire run of the solver.

(3) Runtime, measured in number of f -evaluations [34], is the only used performance
measure. It is further aggregated and displayed in several ways. The advantages
of runtime are that it
• is independent of the computational platform, language, compiler, coding

style, and other specific experimental conditions11,

10For example, the global optimum is not in all-zeros, optima are not placed on a regular grid, most functions

are not separable [73]. The objective to remain comprehensible makes it more challenging to design non-regular
functions. Which regularities are common place in real-world optimization problems remains an open question.
11Runtimes measured in f -evaluations are widely comparable and designed to stay. The experimental procedure
includes, however, also a timing experiment which records the internal computational effort of the solver in
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• is independent, as a measurement, of the specific function on which it has
been obtained, that is, “taking 42 evaluations” has the same meaning on
any function, while “reaching a function value of 42” has not,
• is relevant, meaningful and easily interpretable without expert domain

knowledge,
• is quantitative on the ratio scale12 [66],
• assumes a wide range of values, and
• aggregates over a collection of values in a meaningful way.
A missing runtime value is considered as a possible outcome (see Section 3.2).

(4) The display of results is done with the distinct effort to be as comprehensible,
intuitive and informative as possible. In our estimation, details can matter a lot.

We believe, however, that in the process of solver design, a benchmarking framework
like COCO has its limitations. During the design phase, usually

• fewer benchmark functions should be used,
• the functions and measuring tools should be tailored to the given solver and the

design question, and
• the overall procedure should be more informal and interactive with rapid itera-

tions.

A benchmarking framework then serves to conduct the formalized validation exper-
iment of the design outcome and can be used for regression testing. Johnson [51] and
Hooker [46] provide excellent discussions of how to do experimentation beyond the
specific benchmarking scenario.

3. Benchmarking methodology

This section details the benchmarking methodology used in COCO which, in par-
ticular, allows for a budget-free experimental design. We elaborate on functions, in-
stances, problems, runtime, target values, restarts, simulated restarts, performance
aggregation, and a budget-dependent benchmarking setup.

3.1. Functions, Instances, and Problems

In the COCO framework we consider functions, fi, for each suite distinguished by
their identifier i = 1, 2, . . . . Functions are further parametrized by the (input) dimen-
sion, n, and the instance number, j. We can think of j as an index to a continuous
parameter vector setting. It parametrizes, among other things, search space transla-
tions and rotations. In practice, the integer j identifies a single instantiation of these
parameters. For a given m, we then have

f ji ≡ f [n, i, j] : Rn → Rm x 7→ f ji (x) = f [n, i, j](x) .

Varying n or j leads to a variation of the same function i of a given suite. Fixing n
and j of function fi defines an optimization problem (n, i, j) ≡ (fi, n, j) that can
be presented to the solver. Each problem receives again an index within the suite,
mapping the triple (n, i, j) to a single number.

CPU or wall clock time [41].
12As opposed to a ranking of solvers based on their solution quality achieved after a given budget of evaluations.
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As this formalization suggests, the differentiation between function and instance
index is of purely semantic nature. This semantics is, however, important in how we
interpret and display results. We interpret varying the instance parameter as a
natural randomization for experiments13 in order to

• generate repetitions on a single function for deterministic solvers, making de-
terministic and non-deterministic solvers directly comparable (both are bench-
marked with the same experimental setup)14,
• average away irrelevant aspects of the function definition,
• alleviate the problem of overfitting, and
• prevent exploitation of artificial function properties,

thereby providing a “fairer” and more robust setup. For example, we do not consider
the absolute position of the optimum as a defining function feature. Therefore, in a
typical COCO benchmark suite, instances with different (pseudo-randomized) search
space translations are presented to the solver. If a solver is translation invariant (and
hence ignores domain boundaries), this is equivalent to varying the initial solution.

3.2. Runtime and Target Values

In order to measure the runtime of a solver on a problem, we consider a hitting time
condition. We define a non-increasing quality indicator measure and prescribe a set of
target values, t [15, 17, 34]. In the single-objective unconstrained case, the quality
indicator is the best so-far-seen f -value.15 For a single run, when the quality indicator
reaches or surpasses a target value t on problem (fi, n, j), we say the solver has solved
the problem (fi, n, j, t)—the solver was successful.16 We typically collect runtimes for
around a hundred different target values from each single run.

Target values are directly linked to a problem, and we leave the burden of defining
the targets with the designer of the benchmark suite.17 More specifically, we consider
the problems (fi, n, j, t(i, j)) for all functions i and benchmarked instances j. The
targets t(i, j) depend on the problem instance in a way to make certain problems
comparable. We typically define the (absolute) target values from a single set of pre-
cision values added to a reference offset which is the known (or estimated) optimal
indicator value. Runtimes from the same subset of target precision values are aggre-

13Changing or sweeping through a relevant feature of the problem class, systematically or randomized, is

another possible usage of instance parametrization.
14The number of instances and the number of runs per instance may be varied. By default, all solvers execute
one run per instance and instances are interpreted as repetitions. We initially used a setup with 3 runs per

instance for stochastic solvers which would allow to distinguish within- and between-instance variance. Either

setup is available to the user and compatible with the data processing and aggregation.
15In the constrained, multiobjective and noisy cases, the quality indicator measure is more intricate. In the
multiobjective case, for example, we use a version of the hypervolume indicator of all so-far evaluated solutions
and approximate the optimal value from experimental data in order to derive informative target values [17].

For more information, please see Appendix C.
16Reflecting the anytime aspect of the experimental setup, we use the term problem in two meanings: (a) for
the problem the solver is benchmarked on, (fi, n, j), and (b) for the problem, (fi, n, j, t), a solver may solve by

hitting the target t with the runtime, RT(fi, n, j, t), or may fail to solve within the experimentation budget.

Each problem (fi, n, j) gives raise to a collection of dependent problems (fi, n, j, t). Viewed as random variables,
given (fi, n, j), the RT(fi, n, j, t) are not independent for different values of t. In particular, the Cumulative

Distribution Function (CDF) for any larger t dominates the CDF for any smaller (i.e., more difficult) t.
17The alternative, namely to present the obtained f - or indicator-values as results, leaves the (often rather

insurmountable) burden to interpret the meaning of the indicator values to the experimenter or the final
audience. Fortunately, budget-based targets are a generic way to generate target values from observed runtimes

as discussed at the end of the section.
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gated over problems or functions. Only the precision values and not the (by themselves
meaningless) target values are exposed to the user.

The runtime is the evaluation count when the target value t was reached or sur-
passed for the first time. That is, runtime is the number of f -evaluations needed to
solve the problem (fi, n, j, t). Measured or numerically bootstrapped runtime values are
in essence the only way how we assess the performance of solvers.

If a solver does not hit the target t in a given single run, the run is considered to be
unsuccessful. The runtime of this single run remains undefined, but is bounded from
below by the number of evaluations conducted during the run. Naturally, increasing
the budget that the solver is allowed to use increases the number of successful runs
and hence the number of available runtime measurements. Therefore, larger budgets
are preferable. However, larger budgets should not come at the expense of abandon-
ing prudent termination conditions. Instead, restarts should be conducted (see also
Section 3.3).

As an alternative to predefined target precision values, we also propose to select
target values based on the runtimes of a set of solvers similar to data profiles. For any
given budget, we select the associated target in the following way [34]: from the finite set
of recorded target values, we pick the easiest (i.e., largest) target for which the expected
runtime of all solvers (ERT, see Section 3.4) exceeds the budget.18 The resulting
target value depends on a set of solvers and on the given function and dimension.
Starting with a set of budgets of interest (e.g., relevant budgets for an application of
interest), we compute this way a set of budget-based target values (AKA run-
length-based targets) for each function and dimension. This choice of target values
does not require any knowledge about the underlying functions and their indicator
values, but it requires experimental data and depends on the chosen set of solvers.

3.3. Restarts and Simulated Restarts

Any solver is bound to terminate and, in the single-objective case, return a single
recommended solution, x, for the problem, (fi, n, j). More generally, we assume an
anytime and any-target scenario, considering a non-increasing quality indicator value
computed in each time step from all evaluated solutions. Then, at any given time step,
the solver solves all problems (fi, n, j, t) for which the current indicator value hit or
surpassed the target t.

Independent restarts from different, randomized initial solutions are a simple but
powerful tool to increase the number of solved problems [43]—namely by increasing
the number of t-values, for which the problem (fi, n, j) was solved. Increasing the
budget by independent restarts will increase the success rate, but generally does not
change the performance assessment in our methodology, because the additional suc-
cesses materialize at higher runtimes [34]. Therefore, we call our approach budget-free.
Restarts, however, “improve the reliability, comparability, precision, and ‘visibility’ of
the measured results” [41].

Simulated restarts [34, 42] are used to determine a runtime for unsuccessful runs.
Semantically, simulated restarts are only meaningful if we can interpret different in-
stances as random repetitions that could arise, for example, by restarting from different
initial solutions on the same instance (hence we do not use simulated restarts for the
multiobjective case). Resembling the bootstrapping method [26] when we face an un-

18That is, we take the best solver as reference to compute budget-based targets. Instead of the best solver, we

could also take the median or (least promising) the worst solver or pure random search as reference.
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successful run, we draw further runs from the set of tried problem instances, uniformly
at random with replacement, until we find an instance, j, for which (fi, n, j, t(i, j)) was
solved. The evaluations done on the first and on all subsequently drawn unsolved prob-
lems are added to the runtime on the last, solved problem and are considered as the
runtime on the originally unsolved problem instance. This method is only applicable
if at least one problem instance was solved and is applied if at least one problem
instance was not solved. By their nature, the success probability of “runs” with sim-
ulated restarts is either zero (if no problem instance was solved) or one. Simulated
restarts allow to directly compare solvers with vastly different success probabilities.

3.4. Aggregation

A typical benchmark suite consists of about 20–100 functions with 5–15 instances
for each function. For each instance, up to about 100 targets are considered for the
performance assessment. This means we consider at least 20 × 5 = 100, and up to
100× 15× 100 = 150 000 runtimes to assess performance. To make them amenable to
examination and interpretation, we need to summarize these data.

The semantic idea behind aggregation is to compute a statistical summary over a
set or subset of problems of interest over which we assume a uniform distribution.
From a practical perspective, this means we assume to face each problem with similar
probability and we have no simple way to distinguish between these problems to
select a solver accordingly. If we can distinguish between problems easily, for example,
according to their input dimension, the aggregation of data (for a single solver) is
rather counterproductive. Because the dimension is known in advance and can be
used for solver selection, we never aggregate over dimension. This has no significant
drawback when all functions are scalable in the dimension.

We use several ways to aggregate the measured runtimes.

• Empirical cumulative distribution functions of runtimes (runtime ECDFs), also
denoted as (empirical) runtime distributions. In the domain of numerical op-
timization, ECDFs of runtimes to reach a given single target precision value
are well-known as data profiles [55]. Performance profiles are ECDFs of these
runtimes relative to the respective best solver [24]. We favour absolute runtime
distributions over performance profiles for two reasons:
(1) Runtime ECDFs are unconditionally comparable across different publica-

tions [51].19 They are absolute performance measures (opposed to relative
measures) and, in our case, do not depend on other solvers for normal-
ization.20 Performance profiles suffer from the deficiency of any relative
comparison procedure: adding or removing a single entry may significantly
affect the result of other pairwise comparisons [33, 53].

(2) Runtime ECDFs allow to distinguish easy problems from difficult problems
(for any given solver). In performance profiles, a small runtime ratio gives no

19While runtime distributions by themselves are comparable across different publications, this is generally not

the case for data profiles. The latter compute the target value for each problem individually as fbest + τ(f0 −
fbest), based on the best achieved f -value from a set of solvers within a given budget and for the precision
parameter τ [55].
20This advantage partly disappears with budget-based target values, as considered in Section 3.2. Conceptually,

performance profiles change the displayed measurement potentially depending on all displayed solvers. Budget-
based target values, similar to the approach in data profiles, change the considered problems, namely the target
precisions which define when a problem is solved, based on the performance of a set of solvers. Budget-based
target values make the unconditionally comparable but somewhat arbitrary targets-to-reach setting somewhat

less arbitrary.
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indication of the problem difficulty at all and a large runtime ratio can still
mainly be caused by a competitor which solves the problem very quickly. An
easy-versus-difficult problem classification is, however, a powerful feature to
select the best applicable solver [42].

We usually aggregate not only runtimes from a single target precision value,
as in data profiles, but from several targets per function. Because we display the
x-axis on a log scale, the area above the curve and the difference area between
two curves are meaningful notions even when results from several problems are
shown in a single graph. The geometric average runtime difference

exp

(
1

k

k∑
i=1

log

(
Bi
Ai

))
= exp

(
1

k

k∑
i=1

log(Bi)−
1

k

k∑
i=1

log(Ai)

)
(2)

reflects this difference area between the graphs in log-display and is invariant
under re-sorting of data.

The runtime distribution on a single problem over all targets is tightly related
to the convergence graph that displays the so far best f -value against the number
of f -evaluations. Consider the convergence graph with reversed y-axis (like for
maximizing −f). Then the runtime distribution is a step function strictly below
(but close to) this reversed convergence graph, where the maximal y-distance
results from the target discretization. Hence, runtime ECDFs provide a single
formalization for convergence graph data (when many targets are used) and data
profiles (when a single target precision is used) with a smooth transition between
the two.

By sorting the runtime values taken from several problems, runtime ECDFs
disguise relevant information which can lead to a misinterpretation when one
graph dominates another. Domination in each point of a data profile does not
imply equal or better performance on each problem that is presented in the data
profile. For example, consider the two runtimes on two problems, respectively, to
be 50 and 500 for Solver A, and 1000 and 100 for Solver B. On the first problem,
Solver A is 20 times faster than Solver B. On the second problem, Solver B is 5
times faster than Solver A. Yet, in the sorted data profiles, Solver A (50, 500)
dominates Solver B (100, 1000) everywhere by a factor of two.
• Averaging, as an estimator of the expected runtime. The estimated expected run-

time of the restarted solver, ERT, is often plotted against dimension to indicate
scaling with dimension. The ERT, also known as Enes [60] or SP2 [7] or aRT, is
computed by dividing the sum of all evaluations before the target was reached
(from successful and unsuccessful runs) by the number of runs that reached the
target. If all runs reached the target, this is the (plain) average number of evalu-
ations to reach the target. Otherwise, the unsuccessful runs are fully taken into
account as if restarts had been conducted until the target was reached. Like sim-
ulated restarts, ERT integrates out the observed success rate in the data. This
also answers the question of how to weigh failure rate and/or solution quality
versus speed [20] with a semantically and practically meaningful measure21. The
arithmetic average is only meaningful if the underlying distribution of the values
is similar and has light tails. Ideally, the values stem from the same distribution.

21A practically less meaningful but easier to obtain ad hoc measure, known as Q-measure [60] or SP1 [7], uses
only successful runs to compute an analogous ratio. This can be useful to get a quick estimate of ERT without
the need to bother with effective termination conditions, but is currently not used within COCO.
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Otherwise, the average of log-runtimes, that is the geometric average (2) or a
shifted geometric mean [31] are feasible alternatives.
• Simulated restarts, see Section 3.3, aggregate data from several runs into a “single

run” to supplement a missing runtime value, similarly as in the computation of
ERT. The same data can be used to simulate many runtimes via simulated
restarts. These runtimes are usually plotted as empirical cumulative distribution
function. The ERT is the expected runtime of these simulated restarts.

3.5. Budget-Dependent Benchmarking

The performance of some solvers depends on the total budget of function evaluations
given as an additional parameter to the solver. Consider, for example, a hybrid solver
that couples an explorative strategy with a local search method. A number of final
function evaluations is typically reserved to additionally improve the best solutions
[27]. Therefore, a single performance assessment of such solvers cannot be expected
to faithfully predict their performance for budgets that are different from the one
that was used in the experiments. The budgeted (non-anytime) performance of a
budget-dependent solver can be better estimated by repeatedly running the solver
with increasing budgets [70]. This overestimates the performance (underestimates the
runtime), as if the “optimal” budget were known in advance and given as parameter to
the solver. Depending on the number and size of the budgets, this can take a significant
amount of extra time (in the worst case, the overhead is quadratic in the maximal
budget). By using budgets that are equidistant on the logarithmic scale, however, the
time complexity of the overhead depends linearly on the maximal budget, making the
approach usable in practice [70].

4. Test Suites

An important feature of the COCO framework is that new test suites can be added
with comparatively little effort, thereby getting all the benefits of the established
benchmarking setup for the new suite. Currently, the COCO framework provides the
following test suites (listed in order of their introduction):

bbob contains 24 functions in dimensions 2, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 40 in five subgroups: sep-
arable, moderate, ill-conditioned, multi-modal weakly structured, multi-modal
with global structure [38].

bbob-noisy contains 30 noisy functions in dimensions 2, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 40 in three
subgroups with three different noise models [39]. The code for this test suite is
only available at coco.gforge.inria.fr.

bbob-biobj contains 55 bi-objective functions in dimensions 2, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 40
in 15 subgroups [16].

bbob-biobj-ext contains 92 bi-objective functions in dimensions 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, and
40, including all 55 bbob-biobj functions [16]. For the 37 new functions in the
suite, the reference target values are not yet established.

bbob-largescale contains 24 functions in dimensions 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 and 640
and the same five subgroups as the bbob suite [71].

bbob-mixint contains 24 mixed-integer single-objective functions in dimensions 5,
10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 and the same five subgroups as the bbob suite [69].
Integer variables are embedded into the continuous space, that is, the problems
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can be evaluated as continuous problems and appear in the integer variables as
piecewise constant functions.

bbob-biobj-mixint contains 92 mixed-integer bi-objective functions in dimensions
5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 and the same 15 subgroups as the bbob-biobj suite
[69].

Test suites are crucial in that they ultimately define the anticipated purpose of the
benchmarked solvers. For example, if we care about solving difficult problems more
than about solving easy problems, test suites must contain more difficult than easy
problems, etc.

The listed test suites were designed with the remarks from Section 2 in mind. In
particular, they introduce a number of transformations in x- and f -space in order
to make the functions less regular and less symmetrical and hence less susceptible to
exploits of the relatively simple underlying formulas.

The continuous variables of the functions are unbounded. The single-objective
suites, however, guarantee that the global optimum is in a bounded domain that is
known to the solver, hence bounded solvers can be, and frequently have been, bench-
marked as well.

COCO allows to integrate new problem suites. The interface to integrate suites with
arbitrary constraints is implemented and fully functional.22 In order to play well with
the performance measurement methodology, new test suites should feature

• definitions of all functions in various dimensions,
• pseudo-randomized function instances, for example, with different locations of

the global optimum,
• the same target precision levels for all function instances (as used by the logger,

however, disguised for the solver). A simple way to control the target levels
function-wise is to multiply each “raw” function by a different positive scalar.
• In case of noisy (stochastic) functions, the f -distribution of any two solutions

should either be the same or one distribution should dominate the other. This
way, any ambiguity as to which solution is better can be avoided.

In the performance evaluation, the defined target levels become part of the problem
definition (see Section 3.2).

5. Usage and Output Examples

The COCO platform implementation consists of two major parts (see also Figure 1):

The experiments part defines test suites, allows to conduct experiments, and pro-
vides the output data. The code base is written in C. COCO amalgamates as
a pre-compilation step all C source code files into the files coco.h and coco.c.
These two files suffice to compile and link to run all experiments. Interface wrap-
pers for further languages are provided, currently for Java, Matlab/Octave, and
Python.

The post-processing part processes the data and displays the benchmarking result.
This is the central part of COCO. The code is written in Python and heavily
depends on matplotlib [48], which might change in future versions. The post-
processing part of COCO allows to compare experiments from multiple solvers,

22See https://github.com/numbbo/coco/blob/master/howtos/create-a-suite-howto.md and

https://github.com/numbbo/coco/blob/master/code-experiments/src/coco.h for more details.
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in particular, from hundreds of data sets provided by the framework.

Examples of using the two parts are presented in the following two sections.

5.1. Running an Experiment

Installing COCO in a linux system shell (with the prerequisites of git and
Python installed) and benchmarking a solver in Python, say, the solver fmin from
scipy.optimize, is as simple as shown in Figure 2, where the installation sequence is
given above, an example to invoke the benchmarking from a shell is given in the middle,
and a Python script for benchmarking is shown below.23 The benchmarking scripts
write experimental data into the exdata folder first, then invoke the post-processing,
cocopp, writing figures and tables into the ppdata folder (by default). The last line of
the Python script finally opens the file ppdata/index.html in the browser as shown
in Figure 3, left, to visually investigate the resulting data.

5.2. Analysing the Results

We present an illustrative overview of the data analysis possibilities offered by the
COCO platform. The outputs for the data analysis are generated by the cocopp

Python module which is at the core of the COCO platform and is installed either
as shown in Figure 2 (last line of the top box) or simply with the shell command

python -m pip install cocopp

The module can be accessed from the command line or within a Python/IPython shell
or a Jupyter notebook.

The post-processing is directly invoked by the scripts in Figure 2, except when
example experiment2.py is run in several batches. In the latter case, we move the
root output folders generated by each batch into a single folder, say EXP FOLDER, and
evoke the post-processing by the shell command

python -m cocopp EXP_FOLDER

or by typing

import cocopp

cocopp.main(’EXP_FOLDER ’)

in a Python/IPython shell or a Jupyter notebook. These commands take the exper-
imental data from the EXP FOLDER folder and produce figures, tables and html-pages
by default in the ppdata folder.

Data from multiple experiments can be post-processed together by adding folder
names to these calls where each folder represents a full experiment. Additionally, the
COCO data archive allows to access online data from previously run experiments. This
archive can be explored interactively as shown in Figure 4.

If a given name is not a unique data set substring, COCO provides the list of all
matching data sets. In this case, the user has three choices. Either specify the name
further until it is unique; or, add an exclamation mark, like with MCS!, to retrieve the
first entry of the matching list by the get first method; or, add a star (like JADE*)

23See also example experiment for beginners.py which runs out-of-the-box as a benchmarking Python script
just as example experiment2.py which also allows to run the experiment in separate batches.
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$ ### get and install the code

$ git clone https :// github.com/numbbo/coco.git # get coco using git

$ cd coco

$ python do.py run -python # install Python experimental module cocoex

$ python do.py install -postprocessing install -user # install postprocessing :-)

$ ### (optional) run an example from the shell

$ mkdir my -first -experiment

$ cd my-first -experiment

$ cp ../code -experiments/build/python/example_experiment2.py .

$ python example_experiment2.py # run the current "default" experiment

$ # and the post -processing

$ # and open browser when finished

#!/usr/bin/env python

""" Python script to benchmark fmin of scipy.optimize """

from __future__ import division # not needed in Python 3

import cocoex , cocopp # experimentation and post -processing modules

import scipy.optimize # to define the solver to be benchmarked

### input

suite_name = "bbob"

output_folder = "scipy -optimize -fmin"

fmin = scipy.optimize.fmin

budget_multiplier = 2 # increase to 10, 100, ...

### prepare

suite = cocoex.Suite(suite_name , "", "")

observer = cocoex.Observer(suite_name , "result_folder: " + output_folder)

### go

for problem in suite: # this loop will take several minutes or longer

problem.observe_with(observer) # will generate the data for cocopp

# restart until the problem is solved or the budget is exhausted

while (not problem.final_target_hit and

problem.evaluations < problem.dimension * budget_multiplier):

fmin(problem , problem.initial_solution_proposal ())

# we assume that ’fmin’ evaluates the final/returned solution

### post -process data

cocopp.main(observer.result_folder) # re -run folders look like "... -001" etc

Figure 2. Shell code for user installation of COCO (above) and for running a benchmarking experiment from
a shell via Python (middle), and Python code to benchmark scipy.optimize.fmin on the bbob suite (below).

to retrieve all matching entries. Typically, only results from the same function suite
can be processed together.24

In the system shell, the last call to the post-processing in Figure 4 transcribes to

python -m cocopp 2009/ NEWUOA! BFGS -P-StPt NELDERDOERR MCS! NIPOPaCMA lmm RANDOMSEARCH!

This call processes the data sets of seven (more-or-less representative) solvers bench-
marked on the 24 unconstrained continuous test functions of the bbob test suite:

• NEWUOA, the NEW Unconstrained Optimization Algorithm [59] with the rec-
ommended number of 2n + 1 interpolation points in the quadratic model. We
show the results for a Scilab implementation, as benchmarked in [62].
• The BFGS algorithm [18, 29, 32, 65], as implemented in the Python function

24Exceptions of compatible function suites exist—for example when they contain the same functions over
different dimensions (which is the case for the bbob and bbob-largescale suites) or when one is a subset of

the other (like for the bbob-biobj and bbob-biobj-ext suites).
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Figure 3. Benchmarking output in the browser. Left: homepage which opens when the post-processing has
finished; right: page when clicking the scipy-optimize-fmin link on the left. The further links on the right open

various types of graphs most of which are discussed below.

In [1]: import cocopp

In [2]: ars = cocopp.archives

In [3]: ars.all # get the list of all available data sets

Out [3]:

[’bbob /2009/ ALPS_hornby_noiseless.tgz’,

’bbob /2009/ AMALGAM_bosman_noiseless.tgz’,

[...]

’bbob -noisy /2016/ PSAaSmD -CMA -ES_Nishida_bbob -noisy.tgz’,

’test/N-II.tgz’,

’test/RS -4.zip’]

In [4]: ars.bbob.find(’bfgs’) # find all ’bbob’ data sets

Out [4]: # with ’bfgs’ in their name

[’2009/ BFGS_ros_noiseless.tgz’,

’2012/DE-BFGS_voglis_noiseless.tgz’,

’2012/PSO -BFGS_voglis_noiseless.tgz’,

’2014- others/BFGS -scipy -Baudis.tgz’,

’2014- others/L-BFGS -B-scipy -Baudis.tgz’,

’2018/BFGS -M-17. tgz’,

’2018/BFGS -P-09. tgz’,

’2018/BFGS -P-Instances.tgz’,

’2018/BFGS -P-range.tgz’,

’2018/BFGS -P-StPt.tgz’,

’2019/BFGS -scipy -2019 _bbob_Varelas_Dahito.tgz’,

’2019/L-BFGS -B-scipy -2019 _bbob_Varelas_Dahito.tgz’]

In [5]: bfgs_data_link = ars.bbob.get_first(’2018/BFGS -P-S’)

downloading [...]

In [6]: cocopp.main(bfgs_data_link) # post -process data

Post -processing (1)

Using:

PATH -TO -USER -HOME/. cocopp/data -archive/bbob /2018/ BFGS -P-StPt.tgz

[...]

In [7]: cocopp.main("2009/ NEWUOA! BFGS -P-StPt NELDERDOERR MCS! NIPOPaCMA "

"lmm RANDOMSEARCH!") # post -process multiple data sets

Post -processing (2+)

downloading http :// coco.gforge.inria.fr/data -archive /...

[...]

Figure 4. Example of searching in and post-processing of archived data.
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fmin bfgs from the scipy.optimize module with the origin as the initial point,
named BFGS-P-StPt [12].
• The downhill simplex method by Nelder and Mead [56] with re-shaping and

halfruns as presented in [22], denoted as NELDERDOERR.
• The multilevel coordinate search (MCS, [49]) by Huyer and Neumaier [50].
• Two variants of the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy [40]: a

version with increasing population size and negative recombination weights [52],
entitled NIPOPaCMA, and a local meta-model assisted version benchmarked in
[2], under the name lmm-CMA-ES.
• As a baseline, a simple random search (RANDOMSEARCH) with solutions sam-

pled uniformly at random in the hyperbox [−5, 5]n [8].

The post-processing runs for a few minutes and produces an output folder ppdata

where all visualizations, tables, HTML pages, etc. are written. Once finished, a web
browser opens and displays the results.

Depending on the number of compared data sets (with cases 1, 2, and >2), different
visualizations will appear, as detailed in the following. Note that all plots, displayed
here, have been made with COCO, version 2.3.2.

The main display in COCO are runtime distributions (ECDFs of number of function
evaluations) to solve a given set of problems. Extending over so-called data profiles
[55], COCO aggregates problems with different target precision values and displays
the runtime distributions with simulated restarts. The default target precision values
are 51 evenly log-spaced values between 10−8 and 102.

Figure 5 shows examples of runtime ECDFs from single functions, aggregated over
function groups, and aggregated over all functions of a test suite. Plots of the first
two rows were generated with the above cocopp calls. The last row shows results for
five well-known multiobjective algorithms on the bbob-biobj suite, invoked by the
command

python -m cocopp NSGA -II! DEMO RM -MEDA SMS -EMOA! bbob -biobj /2016/ RANDOMSEARCH-5

The multiobjective algorithms are NSGA-II [3, 21], DEMO [61, 68], RM-MEDA [4, 74],
SMS-EMOA-DE [6, 11], and a uniform random search within the hyperbox [−5, 5]n

[5].
To demonstrate the influence of the target choice, Figure 6 shows runtime distribu-

tions for the same solvers as in Figure 5 for (i) the 51 default target values (first row)
and (ii) for 31 budget-based target values, see Section 3.2, with budgets up to fifty
times dimension evaluations. Budget-based targets are invoked by simply adding the
optional argument “--expensive” to the cocopp call. Results are shown in dimen-
sion 20 on the function f10 (left column) and aggregated over all 24 bbob functions
(right column). The absolute targets (first row) do not reveal the initially superior
speed of MCS, NEWUOA, or Nelder-Mead. The budget-based targets (second row)
do not reveal that the (disturbed) ellipsoid f10 is not even closely solved by MCS or
Nelder-Mead.

When only a single solver is post-processed, COCO produces also single-target-
precision runtime ECDFs (akin to data profiles) for four different target precision
values, along with ECDFs of the precisions attained within a given budget, as shown
in Figure 7. Obtained precision ECDFs extend data profile graphs naturally to the
right (see also the caption).

Additionally, COCO generates scaling plots of the average runtime (ERT) over
dimension. Figure 8 shows the scaling of BFGS-P-StPt for several target precisions
(left plot) and the scaling of multiple solvers for a single target precision (right plot).
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Figure 5. Examples of runtime ECDF plots in COCO. First row: plots for a single solver (here: BFGS-P-StPt)

in dimensions between 2 and 40, to the left on the multi-modal function f22 and to the right aggregated over all
24 bbob functions. Second row: plots for seven solvers in dimension 20, aggregated over all problems from the

highly ill-conditioned function group (left) and the multi-modal function group with global structure (right).

Third row: plots for five multiobjective solvers in 20-D on the bbob-biobj test suite with data aggregated over
all 55 functions (left) and for the double-sphere problem bbob-biobj F1 (right). Long algorithm names are cut

for readability.
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Figure 6. Examples of runtime ECDF plots in COCO and the impact of the target choice. First row: plots
for seven solvers in dimension 20 on a single function (left) and aggregated over all 24 bbob functions (right)

for the 51 default target precisions, equidistantly log-spaced between 100 and 10−8. Second row: as first row,

but using budget-based targets with the target-wise best result from the BBOB-2009 workshop as reference
and with budgets between 0.5 and 50 times dimension function evaluations.
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Figure 7. ECDFs of runtimes to reach a single target precision (left) and ECDFs of precisions reached for

different budgets (right) for BFGS-P-StPt. Left: the target precisions for each graph are from left to right,
respectively, 101, 10−1, 10−4, and 10−8, and the legend provides the number of functions solved for each
precision. Right: the budgets for each graph from right to left are, respectively, 0.5, 1.2, 3, 10, 100, 1000, and

10 000 times dimension and the maximal budget (thick red) indicating the final distribution of precisions values.

The left most point of each precision graph on the right, representing precision 10−8, coincides with the (thick
red) runtime graph for precision 10−8 at the respective budgets and proportion of trials to the left. The same

holds analogously for all shown target precisions.
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Figure 9. Examples of the COCO scatter plots (left) and the platform’s tabular output (right). The scatter
plot shows, for 21 target precision values between 100 and 10−8 per dimension, the average runtime (ERT) in

log10 of the number of function evaluations for the two solvers BFGS-P-St-Pt and NEWUOA. The thin colored

axis-aligned line segments indicate the maximal budgets associated with the x- and y-axis. The table shows
ERT ratios for the target precisions given in the first row. The ratios are computed by dividing ERT with the

best ERT from 31 solvers from BBOB-2009 (given in the second line). The dispersion measure given in brackets

is the semi-interdecile range (half the difference between the 10 and 90%-tile) of bootstrapped runtimes. If the
last target was never reached, the median number of conducted function evaluations is given in italics. The last

column (#succ) contains the number of trials that reached the (final) target fopt + 10−8. Entries succeeded by

a star are statistically significantly better (according to the rank-sum test) when compared to all other solvers
of the table, with p = 0.05 or p = 10−k when a number k follows the star, with Bonferroni correction by the

number of functions (24). Best results are printed in bold.

These bring a direct visual aid to investigating how the performance of a solver scales
with the problem dimension.

When only two data sets are compared, COCO also produces for each function a
scatter plot of ERT values for 21 targets and all dimensions, as shown in Figure 9.
Performance data are also available in a tabular format, an example thereof is shown
on the right-hand side in Figure 9.

Besides the browser output, COCO also provides ACM-compliant LaTeX templates
with already included main performance displays, which facilitates the publication of
benchmarking results, see Figure 10. The showcased plots are non-exhaustive and
COCO also provides more detailed descriptions.
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Figure 10. Compiled LaTeX-template for producing ACM-compliant papers from COCO data.

6. Usage Statistics

Since 2009, the COCO software framework has been used to facilitate submissions
to the workshops on Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking (BBOB) at the ACM
GECCO conference. With time, the platform has also been more and more used outside
the scope of this workshop series. Table 1 summarizes some numbers of visibility and
user base, including the number of citations to the documentation.

Table 1. Visibility of COCO. All citations as of November 19, 2019, in Google Scholar.

Data sets online bbob suite 227
bbob-noisy suite 45
bbob-biobj suite 32
bbob-largescale suite 11
bbob-mixint suite 4

BBOB workshop papers using COCO 143
Unique authors on the workshop papers 109 from 28 countries
Papers in Google Scholar found with the search
phrase “comparing continuous optimizers” OR
“black-box optimization benchmarking (BBOB)”

559

Citations to the COCO documentation including
[37] [38] [28] [39] [35] [36] [41] [34] [17] and [16]

1,455
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7. Extensions under Development

The COCO software framework is under continuous development. In this section,
we briefly discuss features which have been thoroughly specified for inclusion or are
already under advanced development.

• Interface for the implementation of new suites under Python. In the current
release, new suites can be implemented and (seamlessly) integrated only on the
C level.25 The new development shall allow to integrate new benchmark suites
also written with Python, which will reduce the necessary development time
considerably and make rapid prototyping of benchmark suites possible.
• Interface for enabling external evaluation of solutions based on socket commu-

nication. The interface where an external evaluator (the server) responds to
requests for evaluations by COCO (the client) can be especially useful for sup-
porting benchmarking on real-world problems that rely on particular software
for solution evaluation.
• Benchmark suites for

◦ constrained problems,
◦ multiobjective problems with 3 objectives implemented in Python,
◦ two types of real-world problems in games, the problem of forming a deck

for the TopTrumps card game and the problem of generating a level for the
Super Mario Bros. game [72] (both in single- and bi-objective variants).

• Use of recommendations, in order to address a (usually) small bias in the per-
formance evaluation of noisy functions. Recommendations represent the current
return value of the solver. The performance quality indicator is based on a short
history of recommendations.
• Rewriting of the post-processing with interactive figures.

These features have not been released yet and their description and implementation
may still undergo some relevant changes before their release.

8. Summary and Discussion

We have presented the open source zero-order black-box optimization benchmarking
platform COCO that allows to benchmark numerical optimization algorithms auto-
matically. The platform is composed of an interface to several languages (currently
C/C++, Java, Matlab/Octave and Python) where the solvers can be plugged and run
on a set of test functions. The ensuing collected data are then post-processed by a
Python module and different graphs and tables are generated. All collected bench-
marking data are open access, allowing to more easily reproduce and in particular
seamlessly compare results. As of November 2019, more than 300 datasets are avail-
able. The platform also supports the implementation of new test suites.

The benchmarking methodology implemented within the platform is original in
several key aspects:

• Each test function comes in several instances that typically differ by having dif-
ferent (pseudo-randomly sampled) optima, shifts of function value, and rotations.
The underlying assumption when analysing the data is that different instances of
the same test function have similar difficulties. This notion of function instances

25See https://github.com/numbbo/coco/blob/master/howtos/create-a-suite-howto.md.
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allows to compare deterministic and stochastic solvers in a single framework and
makes it harder for a solver to exploit specific function instance properties (like
a specific position of the optimum).
• All test functions are scalable with respect to the input dimension.
• The bbob test suite for unconstrained optimization tries to reflect difficulties

encountered in reality. A well-balanced set of difficulties and a scalable testbed
is especially important when performance is aggregated, for example, through
runtime ECDFs or data profiles.
• We never aggregate results over dimension because dimension is a known input

to the solver which can and should be used when deciding which solver to apply
on a (real-world) problem. We may aggregate, however, over many target values.
• The benchmarking methodology generalizes to multiobjective problems by using

a quality indicator which maps all so-far evaluated solutions to a single value
and defining targets for this indicator value. Currently, only benchmarking of
bi-objective problems is supported.

As a final remark, we want to emphasize the importance of carefully scrutinizing the
test functions used in aggregated results, for example, in empirical runtime distribu-
tions and data or performance profiles. Unbalanced test suites (for example, primarily
low-dimensional, separable, ...) and the common approach to aggregate over all func-
tions from a suite can lead to strong biases. This may disconnect solvers that perform
well on test suites from those that perform well on real-world problems and hence
seriously misguide research efforts in numerical optimization.

If we aim towards providing software that can address real-world difficulties, we
should (i) include in our test suites mainly challenging, yet solvable problems and
(ii) ensure that aggregated performance measures do not over-emphasize results on
unimportant problem classes—like easy-to-solve problems.
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Appendix A. How We Chose Test Functions

Our first and main test suite, bbob, took only known and relatively simple test func-
tions as a starting point. For choosing any specific test function to begin with, the
function should model either

• a difficulty of continuous domain optimization known to be important in practice,
as for example multimodality or ill-conditioning or a ridge-like topology, or
• a comprehensible difficulty that is likely to be relevant in practice at least some-

times, as for example ruggedness, or
• a rather simple topology that every search algorithm should be able to deal with,

like for example a linear slope.

We also wanted the functions to be comprehensible, in order to facilitate interpretation,
and we required them to be scalable with the dimension. These functions were then
(slightly) modified, mainly to make them less amenable to simple exploits. We also
paired up functions to understand the effect of a particular change on the algorithm
performance. Furthermore, we chose to have only a two dozen of functions in order
to be able to run repeated experiments over a range of dimensions in reasonable time
and to incentivize manual checking of the results on each and every function.

Appendix B. COCO Versus Competitive Testing

The main motivation behind our benchmarking effort is to be able to generate and
assess a comprehensive profile of the performance of solvers and understand why they
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perform well on some functions and not so well on others. In order to understand the
behaviour of a solver, it is of vital importance to understand the underlying function it
has been run on as well as possible. Therefore, functions can not be presented as black
boxes to the scientific community and should ideally be fully comprehensible. Addi-
tionally, if we want to be able to compare results with previously collected performance
data, the functions can not substantially change over time.

The incentives for a competition are, however, different. The main goal in a com-
petition is to perform well rather than to understand algorithm behaviour. Hence, the
competition designer should, in particular, take precautions to prevent exploits and
overtuning. The most effective way to prevent this is to present the functions as black
boxes not only to the solver but also to the scientific community and to change them
frequently.

We have taken precautions in the function definitions and in the experimental setup
such that unintended exploits of trivial function properties are unlikely. For example,
the function optima as well as the optimal function values are not easily accessible in
the API.

However, intentional exploitation and thereby neglect of the prescribed experimental
setup is not prevented this way.

Appendix C. Details on the Used Biobjective Performance Measure

When benchmarking multiobjective algorithms, we must choose a quality measure
to compare algorithms. In COCO, this quality measure is based on the well-known
hypervolume indicator, IHV, also known as the S-metric, and introduced as “the size
of the space covered” in [75]. In the following, we assume a generic search space Ω,
two objective functions, and that the ideal point

pideal =

(
min
x∈Ω

f1(x),min
x∈Ω

f2(x)

)
and the nadir point

pnadir =

 max
x∗ Pareto-optimal

f1(x∗), max
x∗ Pareto-optimal

f2(x∗)


are known, which is the case for all current biobjective test suites in COCO. In or-
der to be able to compare indicator values over different functions, dimensions, and
instances26, the objective space is first normalized using the following transformation:

fN
i =

fi − pideal
i

pnadir
i − pideal

i

(C1)

for i = 1, 2. In the normalized objective space, the ideal and nadir points correspond

26The algorithms themselves see the raw objective values which can span several orders of magnitudes, but

they have access to the nadir point as the upper bound of the region of interest in objective space.
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to (0, 0) and (1, 1), respectively.
The quality indicator I : 2Ω → R used in COCO to measure the quality of a

biobjective algorithm A after t function evaluations depends on the set S ⊆ Ω of all
non-dominated solutions found by A within the first t function evaluations and on
whether the nadir point has been dominated in the first t function evaluations (see
also Equation (C2)):

• If the nadir point is dominated by an objective vector f(s) with s ∈ S, the
quality indicator I(S) equals the hypervolume indicator IHV(S, r) of S on the
normalized objective space with (1, 1) as the reference point r.
• If the nadir point has not been dominated in the first t evaluations, the quality

indicator I(S) is the smallest distance of a normalized objective vector fN(s) with
s ∈ S to the normalized objective space that dominates the nadir point, namely
[0, 1]2, multiplied by −1 to allow for maximization of the quality indicator.

Note that both parts of the quality indicator align with a zero value at the border
between the (objective) space dominating the reference point and the (objective) space
not dominating it. The quality is positive in the former and negative in the latter case.
More formally:

I(S) =


IHV(S, (1, 1)) if ∃s ∈ S : f1(s) ≤ pnadir

1 , f2(s) ≤ pnadir
2

− min
s∈S

z∈[0,1]2

dist(fN(s), z) otherwise . (C2)

Finally, we record the number of function evaluations to reach certain target indi-
cator values

IHV(S∗, (1, 1))− ε,

where IHV(S∗, (1, 1)) ∈ [0, 1] is a reference hypervolume value, obtained as the hyper-
volume of the best known Pareto set approximation S∗ in the normalized objective
space, and ε is a target precision such as 10−5. Because S∗ is only an estimation of
the true Pareto set, we also record runtimes for ε = 0 and for a few negative ε values.

For a more detailed description and further illustrations, we refer the interested
reader to [17].
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